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Abstract

This study is concerned with the code-mixing phenomenon on Muna language speakers at Wisma Pahlevi, Pogung Dalangan, Yogyakarta. The objective of the study is to find out and describe the types of code mixing in Muna language speakers’ utterances. The data of this study were collected through participation, recording, and noting, and then analyzed by using morphological, semantic, and syntactic analysis. The writer used these three kinds of analysis because Muna language is a unique one. It means that one word in Muna language sometimes can be one word or one morpheme only, a phrase, a clause or a simple sentence. Based on the writer's interpretation, the result of the study shows that the types of code-mixing found on Muna language speakers’ utterances residing in Yogyakarta are only code mixing on word insertion, phrase insertion, clause insertion, and reduplication insertion.
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1 Introduction

Indonesia, an archipelago country has many ethnic groups spread out from Sabang to Merauke. Therefore, besides the Indonesian language as the national language, it also has many regional languages which still have been kept and used by every speech community. It should be realized that regional languages have a very important role, especially in the development of the Indonesian language because many Indonesian language vocabularies or words are derived from regional language vocabulary. It is clear that there are many regional languages in Indonesian.

Relating to the importance of language, Brown et al. (1983), divide the function of language based on two views, namely; the transactional view and the interactional view. The first view, the transactional one, means that language used to perform many communication functions; they nonetheless make the general assumption that the most important is the communication of information. The second, the interactional view means that it is used to establish and maintain social interaction. For example, the language is used to negotiate role-relationship, peer solidarity, and the exchange of turn in the conversation, the saving of face of both the speaker and hearer. It is clear that the purpose the use of language on the interactional view is to conduct interpersonal interaction rather than to convey factual or proportional information (Bokamba, 1988; Bentahila & Davies, 1995; Jisa, 2000). Relating to the explanation, the writer concludes that language function as a transactional view focuses on the use of language to convey factual information, while interactional one focuses on the use of language primarily to perform interpersonal communication which indicates the speaker’s readiness to be friendly.

The Muna language is one of the hundreds of local languages in Indonesia. It exists in Muna regency. However, the speech community of the language spread out around Yogyakarta, particularly at Wisma Pahevi, Pogung Dalangan. Like other local languages, the Muna language is still maintained and used effectively by the Muna people as their mother tongue. It is clear that the Muna people who live in Yogyakarta also still use their mother tongue productively in their daily communication with each other (Hao, 2012; Jing, 2017; Sarniawati et al., 2022).

In addition, daily verbal interaction in the different speech community creates bilingual or multilingual. So, people are able to use or change more than one language and language combination in their communications. They may use their native languages and a second language means any language other than their native language. They also can combine both of native language and second language in their speaking in one utterance. It is called as code-mixing or code choice (Ralph, 1984). As Suwito (1985), states that code-mixing is language variation which is happened in one utterance. Indeed, the phenomenon of code-mixing is found in the speech community that uses more than one language. Bilingual or multilingual speakers are people who master two or more languages (Auer, 2013).

The phenomenon encourages some researchers to investigate code-mixing aspects in bilingual or multilingual societies. Septiana (2012), conducted a study of code-mixing in transmigration societies who live in Lambuya district of Konawe regency. This study elaborated on the kinds of code mixing and the factors affecting it. He only focused his study on three languages, namely Sundanese, Javanese, and Indonesian languages. Likewise, Amijayanti (2001), investigated Code-Mixing in Keren Beken Tabloid in Yogyakarta. In brief, there have been a number of studies about code-mixing in bilingual or multilingual societies in Indonesian.

There are two considerations of choosing the title in the study. Firstly, there is an indication that shows us about use of code-mixing in Muna language speakers who live in Yogyakarta, particularly at Wisma Pahevi, Pogung Dalangan. The phenomenon of code-mixing and the lack of study about code-mixing in Muna language speakers in Yogyakarta is another reason to choose the title. In connection with the above description, the writer is interested in carrying out an investigation in the sociolinguistics analysis of code-mixing. The title of this study is “Code-mixing by Muna Language Speakers Residing in Yogyakarta”. In this case, the writer has ever heard someone use code-mixing between Muna language and the Indonesian language as follows:

1) Saya ingin beli laptop tapi dhoiku tidak cukup.
   I want to buy laptop but money-my not enough
   “I want to buy laptop but my money is not enough”.
2) Nakumala we daoa negholi ikan.
   SP go to market SP buy fish
   “She/he will go to the market to buy fish”.

Looking at the examples above, it is clear that those two sentences indicate code-mixing in both Muna language and the Indonesian language. The first sentence shows that dhoiku is Muna word means “my money”, and the others are

Saya ingin beli laptop tapi dan tidak cukup are Indonesian words mean “I want to buy laptop but” and “not enough”. Furthermore, the second sentence shows that Nakumala we duoa negholi are Muna words mean “she/he will go to market to buy”, and the other is ikan is an Indonesian word means “fish”. You can see that Muna language speakers do code-mixing in their daily communication.

Based on those two simple examples above, the writer intends to find out more data concerning the code-mixing happened in Muna language speakers who live in around Yogyakarta. There are two considerations of choosing the title in the study, as follows. First, there is an indication that shows us about using of code-mixing in Muna language speakers who live in Yogyakarta. The second consideration of choosing this title is that the code-mixing in Muna language and Indonesian language has never been conducted by previous researchers. Therefore, this is preliminary research in terms of code-mixing by Muna language speakers. It means that the phenomenon of code-mixing and there is not study yet about code-mixing in Muna language speakers in Yogyakarta are reasons to choose the title. To conclude, in this paper, the writer would like to find out and describe the types of code-mixing in Muna language speakers’ utterances. Finally, the writer wishes this study can be useful for further study on the sociolinguistic area, particularly on the use of Muna language by its speech community and as a beginning study that can be used as an additional source, particularly to other future researchers who are interested in carrying out a similar investigation (Creese & Blackledge, 2011; Heller, 1996; Silva, 2000).

2 Results and Discussions

Language contact happens when speakers have a mastery of two or more languages. Therefore, people who master more than one language usually combine those languages in one utterance which is called a code-mixing phenomenon. It means that code-mixing can be found in bilingual or multilingual speech communities. Code-mixing is one aspect of language dependency in the bilingual or multilingual community. Relating to this matter, Aitchison (1987), states that code-mixing occurs when the speaker uses of both languages to a certain extent and changes from one language to the other in the course of a single utterance. Likewise, Suwito (1985), says that the combination of different language variations in one or the same certain sentence or clause is categorized as code-mixing. It is also supported by Thelander (1976); Fasold (1987), cited by Chae & Agustina (1995), that it is categorized as a code-mixing if a speaker uses a word or phrase in another language. It means that code-mixing occurs when someone speaks more than one language in one utterance. Furthermore, Suwito (1985), distinguishes five types of code-mixing based on the language elements. Therefore, here are some examples of code-mixing in Muna language speakers’ utterances to be analyzed based on Suwito’s claim. However, this study found only four types of code-mixing as follows.

Word insertion

The classification of code-mixing in word insertion means that someone speaks in a certain language but he/she inserts a word separately in another language. The code-mixing data of word insertion can be found on the examples below:

1) Saya kasihkan kau bhalobu
   I give you glassware
   “I give you glassware”.

The data on sentence (1) Saya kasihkan kau bhalobu “I give you glassware” indicates that sentence is derived from Indonesian and Muna words. The words saya kasihkan kau are Indonesian words means “I give you”, and bhalobu is Muna word means “glassware”. The writer concludes that code-mixing happened on that sentence is code-mixing on word insertion of Muna word bhalobu “glassware” into Indonesian words.

2) Tiga ikat dua ribu, naembali?
   Three bunch two hundred, can?
   “Three bunches are two hundred, is it ok/can be?”
The data on sentence (2) *Tiga ikat dua ribu, naembali?* “Three bunches are two hundred, is it ok?” indicates that sentence is derived from Indonesian and Muna words. The words *Tiga ikat dua ribu* are Indonesian words means “Three bunches are two hundred” and *naembali* is Muna word means “ok”. It is clear that code-mixing happened on that sentence is code-mixing on word insertion of Muna word *naembali* “can” into Indonesian words.

**Phrase insertion**

The classification of code-mixing in phrase insertion means that someone speaks in a certain language but he/she inserts a phrase or a number of phrases separately in another language. The code-mixing data on phrase insertion can be found in the examples below:

3) *Uumbe daano, tetanggaku idolaku.*
   Yes correct, neighbor-my favorite-my
   “Yes, it is correct, my neighbor is my favorite”.

The data on sentence (3) *uumbe daano, tetanggaku idolaku* “Yes, it is correct, my neighbor is my favorite” indicates that sentence is derived from Indonesian and Muna words. The words *tetanggaku idolaku* are Indonesian words means “My neighbor is my favorite” and *uumbe daano* is Muna words means “Yes, it is correct”. You can see that code-mixing happened on that sentence is code-mixing on phrase insertion of Muna words into Indonesian words since *uumbe daano* is a phrase that consists of two morphemes or two words, they are *uumbe* means “yes” and *daano* means “correct”.

4) *Noafa gara?, bicara, apa yang kamu mau!*
   Why part.? Speak, what that you want!
   “What is it? Say what do you want!”

The data on sentence (4) *noafa gara, bicara, apa yang kamu mau?* “What is it? Say what do you want?” indicates that sentence is derived from Indonesian and Muna words. The words *Bicara, apa yang kamu mau* are Indonesian words means “say what do you want”, and *noafa gara* is Muna word means “What is it?”. It is clear that code-mixing happened on that sentence is code-mixing on phrase insertion of Muna words into Indonesian words because *noafa gara* is a phrase that consists of two morphemes or two words, they are *noafa* is as question word in Muna language means “why” and *gara* is as an affirmation such “kah” as particle in Indonesian language.

**Reduplication insertion**

The classification of code-mixing in reduplication insertion means that someone speaks in a certain language but he/she inserts reduplication or a number of reduplications separately in other language. The code-mixing data on reduplication insertion can be found in the example below:

5) *Waktu saya makan tadi siang, nokatembe-tembe.*
   Time I eat just day, it rather tasteless
   “When I had lunch, I felt rather tasteless”.

The data on sentence (5) *Waktu saya makan tadi siang, nokatembe-tembe* “When I had lunch, I felt rather tasteless” indicates that sentence is derived from Indonesian and Muna words. The words *waktu saya makan tadi siang* are Indonesian words means “When I had lunch”, and *nokatembe-tembe* are Muna words means “I felt rather tasteless”. Morphologically, the words *nokatembe-tembe* is reduplication from *tembe* “tasteless”. This word is reduplicated through attaching prefix *ka*- before the base. Therefore, after being reduplicated, the word becomes *katembe-tembe* means “rather tasteless”. Furthermore, the reduplicated words attached by prefix *no-* as a subject marker, which indicates third singular person or thing. In this case, *no-* refers to something to eat. Semantically, the word *nokatembe-tembe* means “it is rather tasteless”. Based on the result of morphological and semantic analysis, the writer concludes that syntactically, the words *nokatembe-tembe* (reduplication word) can be categorized as a clause or simple sentence in Muna language because it can fulfill a minimal aspect of a sentence. Therefore, the writer

concludes that code-mixing happened on that sentence is code-mixing on clause reduplication insertion of Muna words into Indonesian words.

6) Badhu-badhu aini, kotornya.
   These clothes, are dirty
   “These clothes are dirty”.

The data on sentence (6) Badhu-badhu aini, kotornya “These clothes are dirty” indicates that sentence is derived from Indonesian and Muna words. The words kotornya is Indonesian word means “dirty”, and badhu-badhu aini are Muna words means “these clothes”. Morphologically, the words badhu-badhu is reduplication from badhu “a cloth”. This word is categorized as completed reduplication or symmetric reduplication. Therefore, after being reduplicated, the word becomes badhu-badhu means “clothes”. Based on the result of morphological and semantic analysis, the writer concludes that syntactically, the words badhu-badhu aini can be categorized as a phrase reduplication. Therefore, the writer concludes that code-mixing happened on that sentence is code-mixing on phrase reduplication insertion of Muna words into Indonesian words.

Clause insertion

The classification of code-mixing in clause insertion means that someone speaks in a certain language but he/she inserts a clause in other language. The code-mixing data on clause insertion can be found in the example below:

7) Amepeko, sunyi sekali kita, kamu ada laptopmu.
   I hit-you, lonely very we. You be laptop you
   “I hit you. We feel lonely. You have a laptop”

The data on sentence above, Amepeko, sunyi sekali kita, kamu ada laptopmu “I hit you, we feel lonely, you have a laptop” indicates that sentence is derived from Indonesian and Muna words. The words sunyi sekali kita. kamu ada laptopmu are Indonesian words means “We feel lonely, you have a laptop”, and the word amepeko is Muna word means “I hit you”. Morphologically, the word amepeko consists of one word but actually syntactically it consists of three morphemes, they are prefix a- as subject marker means “I”, mepe as verb derived from a base pepe mean “hit” and suffix ko as object marker means “you”. Therefore, semantically the words mean “I hit you”. Based on the result of morphological and semantic analysis, the writer concludes that syntactically, the word amepeko can be categorized as a clause or simple sentence in Muna language because it can fulfill a minimal aspect of a sentence. Indeed, the sentence above as code-mixing on clause insertion of Muna word “Amepeko” into Indonesian words ”suni sekali kita, kamu ada laptopmu”.

8) Iwan dimana kita? asuli kadeki.
   Iwan-where are you, I go back now
   “Where are you, Iwan? I am going to back now”

The data on sentence above, Iwan dimana kita? asuli kadeki “Where are you, Iwan? I am going to back now” indicates that sentence is derived from Indonesian and Muna words. The words Iwan dimana kita?are Indonesian words means “Where are you, Iwan?”, and the word asuli kadeki is Muna word means “I am going to back now”. Morphologically, the word asuli actually consists of two morphemes, they are prefix a- as subject marker means “I” and suli as verb means “go back”. Therefore, semantically the words mean “I go back”. Based on the result of morphological and semantic analysis, the writer concludes that syntactically, the word asuli kadeki can be categorized as a clause or simple sentence in Muna language because it can fulfill a minimal aspect of a sentence. Indeed, the sentence above as code-mixing on clause insertion of Muna word “asuli kadeki” into Indonesian words ”I am going to back now”.

Based on the discussion above, it can be clearly seen that the native speakers of Muna language who live in Yogyakarta usually use combination language which is called code-mixing in their utterances. The code-mixing used by the Muna language speakers in this study was focused only on both of Indonesian and Muna languages. Further, the data found in this study were analyzed based on the types of code-mixing. The types of code-mixing that refers to Suwito’s claim of code-mixing are word, phrase, clause, idiom, and reduplication insertions. Nevertheless, the data
found in this study were only code-mixing on word insertion, phrase insertion, clause insertion, and reduplication insertion (Halsband, 2006; Chen, 1992; Abutalebi et al., 2013).

3 Conclusion

Bilingual and multilingual communities and language contact are reasons for the existence of code-mixing. Based on the discussion above, the writer concludes that the native speakers of Muna language who live in Yogyakarta usually use combination language which is called code-mixing on their utterances. The code-mixing used by the Muna language speakers in this study was focused only on both of Indonesian and Muna languages. Besides that, the data found in this study were analyzed on the types of code-mixing only. The types of code-mixing in this study refer to Suwito’s opinion, they are code-mixing of word insertion, phrase insertion, clause insertion, idiom insertion, and reduplication insertion. Nevertheless, the data found in this study were only code-mixing on word insertion, phrase insertion, clause insertion, and reduplication insertion. The writer did not find the code-mixing on idiom insertion. This study was limited on the types of code-mixing that occurred on Muna native speakers in both Indonesian and Muna languages. When we talk about code-mixing, it will be better for us to talk also about factors affecting code-mixing. Nevertheless, because of the time limitation, the data of code-mixings in this study were analyzed only based on the classifications of code-mixing. Therefore, the writer recommends or suggests to further researchers to analyze the data of code-mixing based on the factors that affect it. Even more, they can conduct a study on other languages either about code-mixing or code-switching in the speech communities.
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